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Description

Northampton | Zanotta Cavour Desk
"Everything is permissible as long as it is fantastic." Architect and designer Carlo Molino lived
his motto daily in his fabulous lifestyle and the designs he produced. His spectacular Cavour
Desk is a testament to both the motto and the man. This mid-century modern masterpiece is
still in production to this day due to its pure functionality in visually-striking form. Our
Northampton | Zanotta Cavour Desk reimagines Molino's visionary design to the last detail.

Features & Benefits
Five wood finish choices offer ample creative possibilities for style and design of
surrounding decor.
Heavy-duty 12mm thick glass offers superior strength and longevity for the desktop.
Wide opening at the base with outwardly slanted legs allows for ample foot space for
the user and compatibility with many executive, office, and task chairs.
Striking visual elements bring artistic beauty to the office or reception space.
A five-drawer tower and extended drawer on opposite side provide ample stash
space for supplies and oft-used tools.

Exacting Look & Function

With its high level of craftsmanship and affordable price, our impressive recreation of the
Cavour Desk is a best seller amongst interior designers and architects. We created our
Northampton | Zanotta Cavour Desk to reflect the authentic-quality and expert
craftsmanship inherent in the Mollino's design. It features the same striking design base
topped with thick glass to show off all the desk's attributes beautifully.

Attainable Price Point

While the original's price far exceeds many modern design enthusiast's budgets, our homage
to the Cavour Desk has all the classic features and premium craftsmanship at a much more
manageable price point. Among other similar products on the market, the materials and
expertise used to create our products are top quality. This allows enjoyment and ownership of
a classic modern piece without sacrificing quality for attainability.

Color Options

Versatile finish options allow the desk to meld with many decors. The base's light finish option
provides a crisp clean look ideal for light and airy workspaces. While the desk in ebony offers
a dramatic look in moody surroundings such as the upscale office or reception area. For a
classic choice, the Northampton | Zanotta Cavour Desk in Oak, American Walnut, or Walnut
on Ash timeless look.

About the Designer

Italian designer and architect Carlo Mollino was well-know for his exuberant and flamboyant
approach to life and design. As furniture designer in the 50s, his most well-known pieces
reflect this multi-faceted persona. In addition to his Cavour Desk he created other famous
designs including the Fenis Side Chair, Modulable Armchair, and Devalle House Sofa.

Special Care Instructions

To clean, avoid use of harsh acidic or abrasive cleaning solutions. Use dry cloth to dust wood
base. Clean glass top with glass cleaner.
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Additional Information

SKU S125323

Dimensions W35.1" x H28.9" x L87.8"

Designer Brand HONORMILL
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